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CONCEPT

Design your food with your idea
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easiest

apple bunny
by nseraser230

banana display
by nseraser230
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apple bunny
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recommend

apple bunny

apple bunny

INFO

HOW TO

1. get the material done

2. cut all the apples by pieces

3. cut only the half of the pieces

4. don’t cut all the cover, cut the half
and from there, you can curve 1/3 of 
the apple, and make the V shape

5. practice makes perfect, good luck! 

difficulty t ime 2-3 min

favorite

social

material
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clean hand
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REVIEW
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CHRIS3402

CUPCKA45

OMG this is so awesome. I did this 
and it was easy! super easy to learn ...

recommend

recommend

I  didn’t know I could do this but I
guess I did. Some of the parts were n.. 

personally I thought this would be
easy but it wasn’t somehow. I could..
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Write my review

your review make us happy

REVIEW overall

do you think you would recommend
it to your friend?

Write my review

your review make us happy

REVIEW overall

do you think you would recommend
it to your friend?

NAH.. 
NOT REALLY

this is somewhat interesting

apple bunny

INFO

HOW TO

1. get the material done

2. cut all the apples by pieces

3. cut only the half of the pieces

4. don’t cut all the cover, cut the half
and from there, you can curve 1/3 of 
the apple, and make the V shape

5. practice makes perfect, good luck! 

difficulty time 2-3 min
material

knife

apple

clean hand

search

FavoritesHome my account upload video

write a 
review 2-2

YEAH!
NAH.. 

NOT REALLY YEAH!

leave a review
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My Account
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Help

Name Gich34023

Reviews
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Allow remind videos

Help
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FavoritesHome my account upload video

Ask us!
frequently asked questions..

why did I enter this chaos?

I want to know how to save all the...

how to find stuff that are something..

My Videos

FavoritesHome my account upload video

Change password

apple bunny
by nseraser230

difficultytime 3min

banana plate
by wefew244

difficultytime 4-5min

orange soldiers
by erku899

difficultytime 6min

apple tinkerbell
by errickaa1209

difficultytime 8min
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8 instruction video next

library video

VIDEO

optimizing.. taking you about...
1-2 minutes

write instructions! 

difficulty :
 

 t ime needed : _____min 
 m aterial : 

                         2._____ 
                         3._____ 

steps you have to do : ex)
1. prepare materials 

2. cut that thing
3. aefaefsfsesfeaef 

next VIDEO

done!

write instructions! 

difficulty : 2 
time needed : 4 min 

material : 
- knife
- apple

- your hand

what to do :
1. get the material done

2. cut all the apples by pieces

video edit mode

undo redo

next

chrome light fade martial dark

instruction video next

library video

record video

when you are done,
hit next

go back

instruction video next

library video

move this part to trim

post!not yet..
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